In Year 9 students will study a range of subjects/units from the eight (8) Key Learning Areas (KLAs).

The general stationery requirements for the year are as follows:

- 6 Exercise Books - A4 size to fit 2 Ring Binder (1 book per subject)
- 3 Pack Loose-Leaf Refill Pages - A4
- 1 Music Exercise Book - with manuscript pages in middle
- 1 Sketch book - A4 size for Art
- 1 Pack Manilla Folders
- 3 Display Folders - with clear plastic inserts
- 1 Pack Plastic Pockets - A4 Size
- 1 Pack A4 Page Dividers
- Kent Set (protractor, compass, 1 x 45° set square, 1 x 60° set square)
- Scissors, Stapler, Glue Stick, Blue/Black Pens
- 1 x 2B Pencil, 1 x 4H Pencil and 1 x 2H Pencil (for Art)
- 1 Artline Fine Tip Pen
- 24 Coloured Pencils
- 1 Soft White Eraser
- Calculator - Scientific Calculator may be ordered through the tuckshop with delivery early in the school year
- 1 Pad of 5mm Graph Paper
- 1 each of Blue, Pink/Red, Green Highlighters (for English)
- 1 USB Stick (4 GB)
- 1 set ear phone

It is expected that students bring a ruler and a pencil case containing the necessary writing requirements (blue/black biros, pencils, coloured pencils/textas etc.). **No liquid paper or think felt pen/markers are allowed.**

For organisational purposes it is advised that students purchase 1 x 2 Ring Binder (A4 size). All exercise books should be A4 size to fit the binders. Repurchases must be made as notebooks are filled and other supplies depleted. **It is requested that students have separate exercise books for each subject. "Five Subjects" notebooks are not suitable.**

*HPE practical lessons require students to be dressed in sports uniform including a hat.

In addition to the stationery requirements the school operates a Resources Hire Scheme. Parents/caregivers are levied an annual charge of $235.00 per student for:

- Use of Textbooks for some subjects/units
- Use of class sets of textbooks
- Use of library facilities (including books & IT resources)
- Internet Access
- Provision of photocopied resources
- Provision of school diary
- Provision of school cap (Junior School)
- Provision of school ID card
- Use of sporting equipment
- Provision of basic materials for practical subjects
- Computer software programs for each subject
- Audio Visual Products (including DVDs and recordings)